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RBA4000-777-042 Modular Straight Grab Rail Kit
RBA4110-550  Modular Corner Grab Rail Kit, RH
RBA4110-551  Modular Corner Grab Rail Kit, LH

 

MODELS   MODULAR GRAB RAILS

As improvements in the design and performance of RBA products are continuous, specifications may be subject to change without notice.
The illustrations and descriptions herein are applicable to production as of the date of this Installation Instructions Sheet. Revised 12/22 © 2022 by RBA Group II/Model Modular Rails/1222

*RBA4110-550 Shown
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Description
RBA Group’s Modular Grab Rail Series are designed to provide flexibility at the time of installation to suit user’s requirements 
or site specific conditions.

Pre-Installation
1. Measure site to ensure correct size and location. Where required, ensure unit is installed to meet disabled code            
    AS1428.1 and local building codes.
2. Ensure wall construction in fixing locations can support the unit.
3. If required, consult the correct Technical Data sheet for critical dimensions of each Kit.

Installation
1. Assemble intermediate support bracket to straight rail[s] & mark desired location to install
2. If necessary cut down ends of rail to required size.
3. Slide dress ring over rail connections. 
4. Locate correct location of all wall flanges and secure to wall.
5. Snap flange covers over each mounting flange to conceal mounting screws

Note: This product should be installed, by suitably qualified persons, in a fit for purpose application, to suitable materials, 
using suitable fixings and comply with any relevant codes. It should be inspected periodically for signs of wear and tear that 
may affect performance or safety.

Dimensions are subject to manufacturer’s tolerance of +/-10mm. Rough-in should be completed with each fixture. 

Important: Installation Instructions are subject to change without notice.

Please visit our websites for latest revision.


